CUSTOMSTYLE KITCHENS

FUNCTIONAL FAMILY LIVING
CLEVER AND CONTEMPorARY KITCHENS

Designed and built by CustomStyle Kitchens, this stunning kitchen merges functional design with modern,
yet timeless finishes.
The gorgeous stackstone feature wall was incorporated into the island bench and complements the sleek Q-stone
benchtop with waterfall ends. This elegant material makes a bold and luxurious statement while also being extremely
durable, ultimately finding a balance between function and form.
Further proving that practical design needn’t be unattractive, the fully-integrated high-end appliances create
seamless cooking spaces. The impressive Electrolux cooktop appears to be an extension of the cooking zone,
while the side-by-side ovens are within easy reach. The Schweigen under-mounted rangehood is another flawless
addition, completing the cooking area.
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The Bosch semi-integrated dishwasher has been incorporated into the cabinetry, creating a clean finish and
maintaining the kitchen’s modern aesthetic appeal.
The drawers and cupboards have been finished in a white, high-gloss vinyl wrap, while the overhead doors feature
Aly-tech frosted glass and aluminium frames. With abundant bench space and plenty of storage, the clients can
effortlessly ensure their kitchen remains mess-free.
The pure beauty and functionality of the room guarantees the space is always welcoming to family and friends.
With the substantial benchtop opening up to the dining area, the homeowners are free to interact with guests while
preparing meals.
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This stunning project is a perfect example of the high standards CustomStyle Kitchens maintains. Selecting
materials and appliances of superior quality, the company has proved it is able to rise above and beyond the
clients’ expectations.

CONTACT
CustomStyle Kitchens
2/25 Edison Rise
Wangara
Tel: (08) 9409 2652
Mobile: 0411 652 652
Email:
customstylekitchens@bigpond.com
Website:
www.customstylekitchens.com.au

The drawers, overhead cabinets and cupboards have been fitted with soft-close technology, providing smoothmotion opening and closing and making the room a joy to use. The kitchen’s L-shaped design creates plenty
of work space, while the central island bench includes extra storage below and doubles as a breakfast bar for
effortless family dining.
CustomStyle Kitchens is a family-owned and operated company that specialises in kitchens, bathrooms, laundries,
alfresco designs and custom-built cabinetry. With its hands-on approach, CustomStyle Kitchens guarantees every
project is completed to the highest standard. The company has an experienced team of designers and builders
and is able to complete projects throughout Western Australia.
CustomStyle Kitchens’ friendly staff will work with you on a one-on-one basis to achieve a design that meets your
requirements as well as your colour and material specifications.
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